"Maintaining dense, uniform grass is our No. 1 goal, but I try not to stop there," says Bart Miller. "The 'elite turf' appearance I strive for requires a darker green, vibrant turf color," Bart adds, "and applying Ferromec® AC Liquid Iron is the easiest, surest and safest way I know of for getting it."

Another thing the Whiskey Creek superintendent likes about fine-tuning his turf color with Ferromec AC: This liquid iron promotes no significant topgrowth. "It avoids problems like you see when plants are all pumped up from too much N," Bart explains.

The combination of sulfur, iron and urea in Ferromec AC is remarkably fast acting. "I can send the sprayer out this morning and be looking at visibly darker grass tomorrow — maybe even today!," Miller said.

In actual practice, much of his liquid iron is applied in tank-mixtures ... because Ferromec AC is compatible with so many other materials sprayed at Whiskey Creek. When a sprayer heads onto the course there's a pretty good chance it has some Ferromec AC in the tank.

See the Ferromec AC difference yourself.

Questions? Let's Talk 1-800-821-7925
www.pbigordon.com

Always read and follow label directions.